Bumper Jacksons

THU, OCT 26, 2017 | 7:30 PM | CAPITOL THEATER

Show Sponsor

STATE BANK
OF CROSS PLAINS
Gregory Porter

This soulful singer-songwriter won Grammy Awards® in 2014 and 2017 for 'Best Jazz Vocal Album.'
The Bumper Jacksons are hot and sweet, painting America’s story from the streets of New Orleans to the hollers of the Appalachian mountains, to their vibrant, beloved cities of Baltimore and Washington, DC. Unafraid to scrap together new sounds from forgotten 78’s, the Bumper Jacksons boldly and elegantly balance paying homage to the traditions while fashioning their own unique, DIY style. Honored as the region’s 2015 “Artist of the Year” and “Best Folk Band” from 2013-2015 at the Washington Area Music Awards, the Bumper Jacksons are playfully creative with their originals and re-imagining roots music with both power and tenderness. Bursting at the seams with some of the richest threads of old America, Bumper Jacksons bring you into the center of a party where everyone’s invited and the dance floor never sleeps.

**BIOGRAPHIES**

**Jess Eliot Myhre**  

A native Floridian, Jess Eliot grew up singing in church and swinging from banyan trees. After performing in hip hop and funk bands at Wesleyan University, she moved to New Orleans and became mesmerized by the big, uproarious glory of the old sounds of the street bands and second lines. She dusted off her lonely old clarinet, built herself her iconic frog washboard, and turned a 180 towards the traditional. She now performs all over east of the Mississippi, playing her original songs and traditional American Roots music in performance halls, swing dances, contradances and square dances, house concerts, and busking in your city’s streets. She’s a two-time winner of the Mid-Atlantic Song Contest in the jazz and vocal categories.

**Chris Ousley**  
*Guitar. Vocals. Tenor banjo. Songwriting.*

A Maryland boy, Chris tramped off to the hills of western Pennsylvania to study the 3 B’s: books, beer and banjos. There he woodshedded with old hill cats in barns outside of abandoned steel and coal towns playing any instrument he could take a turn on. Hitting mountain trails, biking over rough terrain, rafting down rivers, all with a bottle of whiskey and a banjo on his back. Chris’s deep jazz pocket and graceful Kentucky-style banjo is only outmatched by the snarlness of his beard. He was the one bold enough to believe that he and Jess could make music for a living and is solely responsible for all of the shenanigans that embody the Bumper Jacksons.

Together, Chris and Jess Eliot formed the core of the Bumper Jacksons in 2012. Their initial meeting fueled a riotous impromptu jam on the lawn of a radical bike house in Washington, DC.... The music never quit since.

**Alex Lacquement**  
*Bass. Harmony vocals.*

Alex swears that it was beautiful sirens who lead him to the upright bass at the impressionable age of seventeen. With lots of practice under his belt and two degrees in music education from Eastman(MM) and James Madison University(BA) he has found a home laying down some groovy bass lines with the Bumper Jacksons. His first music love which lead him to the upright bass was jazz music, something he studied vigorously. Years later he found himself chasing every opportunity to play some happy thumping lines with bluegrass and old-time string bands. Alex is now an invaluable third leg of the Bumper Jacksons, tasked not only with bass-playing duties and helping with arrangements, but also keeping Chris in line for over three years now.

**Dan Samuels**  
*Drums. Suitcase percussion.*

It’s clear that a man whose birth took place in a speeding car (headed to the hospital in Trenton, NJ) was meant for a life on the road and keeping people on their toes. What better way to do this than being the drummer and suitcase percussionist [in training] for the Bumper Jacksons? As the newest member of the group, he brings a wealth of diverse musical chops and expressions from his time.
in Baltimore-based funk/soul/hiphop groups. When Dan isn’t playing on stage with the BJ’s he can be found in Baltimore working on his afro-cuban folkloric suitcase percussion, organizing community events and concerts, or on his roof trying desperately to turn his thumb from brown to green.

Dave Hadley
Pedal steel.

Growing up in rural Northwest Illinois, Dave was learning guitar when he heard a pedal steel guitar being played for the first time at the local music store. He became completely obsessed with the sounds that the instrument could create, bought one, and he would sometimes lock himself in a room and practice for 8 hours a day during summer vacation and play along to a stack of albums of various genres. Since then, he’s played and recorded with hundreds of artists and musicians, adding unique sounds and textures to the music. Dave is not only a pedal steel monster, but has donned the very-important caps of “The Captain,” “The Rainman,” and “Ray-of-Sunshine Hadley” (helping drive the band van Olga on tour, giving us the weather report, and being resident cynicist) for three years now.

Brian Priebe
Trombone. Harmony vocals.

Brian Priebe had wanted to follow in his father’s footsteps as a trombone player ever since the first time he sneaked the instrument out of its case in the basement, assembled it and tried his first “blast”. (This was a stunt which nearly got him grounded). Brian has performed with an unusual variety of ensembles including symphony orchestras, rock and ska bands, chamber ensembles, traditional jazz bands and even Bavarian Oom-Pah bands. A favorite memory is performing on stage with the Moody Blues while secretly recording the concert on his cell phone. As an avocation, Brian learned to play the Swiss Alphorn. In 2007, (and again in 2010), he placed 2nd in the International Alphorn Festival.
A NIGHT WITH Janis Joplin
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“Exhilarating...remarkable...a joyful ruckus.”
—Washington Post
Children of Metropolis

THU, APR 26, 2018 | 7:30 PM
Capitol Theater

Black Violin

THU, MAY 3, 2018 | 7:30 PM
Capitol Theater
THU, FEB 8, 2018 | 7:30 PM
Overture Hall

GOBSMACKED!
THE AMAZING A CAPPELLA AND BEATBOXING SHOW

WED, FEB 14, 2018 | 7:30 PM
Capitol Theater

Natalie MacMaster & Donnell Leahy
Visions from Cape Breton & Beyond

OVERTURE.ORG | 608.258.4141
We gratefully acknowledge the following contributors to Overture Center for the Arts.

**PUBLIC SUPPORT**

An annual commitment from the City of Madison helps support Overture Center. Mayor Paul Soglin, the Madison Common Council and City of Madison residents deserve our gratitude for their generous support.

**LOCAL LEGENDS**

The Local Legends program honors individuals and organizations who lead by example in their support of the arts and community engagement. We want to acknowledge those who wish to create a legacy through a transformative gift of $100,000 or more to Overture and our community.

### 2016-17

- Exact Sciences Corporation
- Jun & Sandy Lee
- Nick & Judy Topitzes
- An anonymous couple in honor of Glenda Noel-Ney, Overture’s VP of Advancement, and Tim Sauers, VP of Programming and Community Engagement, for their dedication to the arts throughout their careers, and their tremendous influence on making Overture this wonderful place to be introduced to, experience and enjoy the arts
- An anonymous couple because they believe Overture is a beautiful space that everyone should be able to enjoy
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**INDIVIDUAL GIFTS**

**Limelight ($25,000-$49,999)**

Anna & Andrew Burish  
Cummings Christensen Foundation  
The DeAtley Family Foundation  
George F. Kress Foundation, Inc.*  
Roma E. Lenehan

**Lead ($10,000-$24,999)**

Anonymous (3)  
Tom & Martha Beach  
The Blake Family  
Ellen L. Brothers  
The Bruning Foundation in honor of Jamal Kharbush & Beth Bingham  
Eliot Butler  
Bea & Lau Christensen  
James Dahlberg & Elsebeth Lund  
Marjorie Devereaux & David Hall  
Dan & Natalie Erdman  
Deidre Wilson Garton  
Kathleen J. Hempel  
Jim Imhoff & Kitty Kuhl  
John Kress*  
Peggy Lindberg*  
Jim & Carol Ruhly  
Sarah & Jack Salzwedel  
John & Mary Schroeder  
Joe & Mary Ellyn Sensenbrenner  
Dr. Robb Whinney

**Cameo ($5,000-$9,999)**

Anonymous  
Steve & Shirley Crocker  
Betty Harris Custer & J. Corkey Custer  
Ted DeDee  
Robert N. Doornek*  
Katie Dowling-Marcus & Dr. Ben Marcus  
Driftless Studio: Nature Gallery & Gifts  
Sue & Rob Engelke  
Mary & Timothy Erdman  
Betty & Jerry Fuller  
Roberta Gassman & Lester Pines  
Larry & Sharon Hahn  
Curt & Dawn Hastings  
Steve & Elaine Hathaway  
Kevin Hayden & Linda Wankerl  
Dr. Matthew Hebert & Ms. Sherri Hebert  
Jeffery & Tiffany Mack  
Norma & Doug Madsen  
Dale & Deborah Nickels  
Gus & Mary Paras  
Charles & Barbara Saeman  
Dan & Lonnie Schmidt

**Artist ($1,250-$4,999)**

Anonymous (4)  
Raymond Allen  
Carla & Fernando Alvarado  
Kristine & Paul Ashe  
Mark Aulik & Michael Beere  
George Austin & Martha Vukelich-Austin  
Tino Balio & Mary Pinkerton  
Diane Endres Ballweg  
Jeff & Angela Bartell  
Dean & Nancy Baumgardner  
Dianne Benson & Kristin Koeffler  
Philip & Helen Bradbury  
Judy & Mark Bunge  
Frank Burgess  
Jim & Cathie Burgess  
Carolyn Lazar Butler & Brian Butler  
Michael Caliva & Marcy Seiler  
Thomas & Patricia Carroll  
Dennis & Lynn Christensen  
Scott Francis Cooper & Jacqueline Cooper  
Kristine & Mark Corey  
Tony D’Alessandro & Alison TenBruggencate  
Beverly & Craig Davis  
John Delamater & Janet Hyde  
Marie Dietrich, Mia & Chloe Heiligenstein  
Mike & Lee Ann Dillis  
Greg & Mary Ann Dombrowski  
Russ & Jean Endres  
John & Coleen Flad  
David & Linda Flakne  
Joseph & Eva Fok  
Robert Forbes & Eunice Reep  
Dennis Funk & Tom Sanew  
Stacy Gannon  
Saul C. & Melody K. Glazer  
Carl & Mary Gulbransen  
Shawn Guse  
Lisa Hanrahan & Walter Jankowski  
Susi Haviland  
Dr. Brandon S. Hayes  
Andrew Heldrich  
Ana Hooker  
Wm. Pharis & Carolyn D. Horton  
Linda Hughes  
James & Kelly Imhoff  
Stanley & Shirley Inhorn  
Brian and Wade James-Richardson  
Rita & Martin Kades  
Michelle Kamin

**OVERTURE.ORG**

**OVERTURE.ORG**
Archival, museum quality framing done on premises by professional picture framers

- Unique selection of frames, including leather, welded steel & locally sourced barnwood & hardwoods
- Delivery & installation for home & business throughout Wisconsin

Mon-Wed, Fri: 9-6 • Thurs: 9-7 • Sat: 9-5 • Sun 12-4
1901 Monroe St., Madison, WI 53711
(free customer parking behind shop) • 608.255.7330

www.monroestreetframing.com
info@monroestreetframing.com
SUPPORT FOR OVERTURE

Paul Stein
Susan Stites & Jerry Simon
Kevin Sweeney
Richard & Marcia Taugher
Jane Taves
Judith Taylor
Thomas E. Terry
LaRynda Thoen & Neil Salyapongse
John W. Thompson
Kate J. Thompson
Denes Tobie
John & Carol Toussaint
Sal & Judy Troia
Robert & Dorothy Troller
Brian & Jennifer Van Wyk
Michael Verveer
Peter & Toby Wallach
Ellis & Katie Waller
Steve & Betsy Wallman
Pamela Walgren & Dan Dooge
Glenn A. Weihert & Jacqueline M. Goetz
Linda Weimer & Jean Lang
Jim & Linda Welch
William F. White
Tripp & Nancy Widder
Neil F. Wienke
Greg and Jenny Williams
Theodora Zehner
Daniel & Irene Zimmerman
Jane (Ginger) Zimmerman
Bill Zorr

Supporting Actor ($500-$1,249)

Anonymous (10)
Stephanie Adler-Griffin
Kit Albrecht
Edward & Muffin Alscherer
Colin & Melissa Anglin
Randy & Aarene Arb
Dr. Randy Armstrong
Mark & Dawn Ashley
Rajai & Chickete Atalla
Jill Ball
Lawrence Barton
Linda & Niles Berman
Norm Berven & Barbara Mittelstaedt Berven
Sharon & Jim Billmeyer
Roger, Pat & Jamie Birckett
Miri & Brian Boegel
Robert Bolles
John & Jan Bonsett-veal
Patricia Brady & Robert Smith
Cathy & Steven Brodebeck
Bryan & Mary Brosamle
Cat Burkat & Jason Schoephoester
Mary & Ken Buroker
Jennifer Chiaverini
Richard H. Christofferson*
David Coe
Ann & Reed Coleman
Louis Cornelius & Pris Boroniec
William & Karen Davis
Edo & Rebecca de Waart
Gib & Gail Docken
David Dohler*
Peter Dobus
Lindsay Duca
David Egger & Julie Cullman
Judith & Richard Ela
Shad Fanta & Nina Kinnunen
Michael F. Fitzpatrick
Charles N. Ford & Sharon L. James
Michael & Susan Fox
Bonita Sue Friedich
Sara Record Frings & Gary Frings
John & Alice Frohna
Lee & Don Grubb
Mark & Debbie Hamilton
Ann & Roger Hauck
Kristen Held
Cory Higgins
Cynthia S. Hiteman
Marilyn Hoffman
Brad Hutter
Norman Jenkins
Paul & Susan Jobst
Mary R. Johnson, MD
Sally Jones & Aaron Friedman
Sherrie Kalaher Mullins
Daniel & Sheree Kehoe
Keller Family Charitable Trust
Nancy Kelly
Kathleen M. Kelm
Kim & Lawrence Kieck
Larry M. Kneeland*
Birke Knipping
Robert & Gloria Knipschild
Joyce Knutson
Mark & Laura Kruck
Marty & Mary Krueger
Donald Lang
Timothy Lardinois
Beverly Larson
Sid & July Larson
Gerald Lefert
Richard & Christina Lemon
David Lenz
Joshua David Lindsey
Ronald Luskin & M. Therese Ruzicka
Sandy & John Mc Clure
Cary & Brenda McNatt
Gary & Lynn Mecklenburg
Mark Meloy
Gale Meyer
Al & Judy Miller
Neal & Cathy Miller
Nicholas & Elaine Mischler
Mike Modl & Peg Littlefield-Modl
Shelley M. Moffatt
David S. Morel
Brad & Kelly Mullins
Marv Nonn
Tom & Carol O'Connell
Kevin Palmersheim & Kelsie Doty
Jeffrey Parisi
Frank & Patricia Parker
William & Patricia Jo Paul
Sylvia Poppelbaum
The Raymond Group
Tom & Jo Ann Reed
Lori R. Reeths
Timothy G. Reilly
Sara E. Rem
In Memory of Patricia Davey Struck-Drs. David & Joy Rice
Jan B. Robertson
Guenther & Sharon Ruch
Tim & Ann Salut
Pablo Sanchez
Thomas & Judy Scheidegger
Bill Scheuerr & Ginny Janssen
Jason & Pamela Schmidt
Edward & Julie Shinnick
Susan Skinner
Pam Smestad
Ronald & Christine Sorkness
Ross Squires
James & Judith St. Vincent
Joe & Phyllis Stertz
Suad & David Stratton
Zach Swenson
Vicki & Steve Thedinga
Patricia A. Thomas
Heather Tiller
Fred & Ann Urben
Douglas Vanessen & Vicki Hellenbrand
Steven & Kristine Vaughn
Peter & Alice Waldron
Laurence & Frances Weinstein Foundation
Cindy & Jeff Welch
Laurence & Frances Weinstein Foundation
Cindy & Jeff Welch
Jim & Linda Welch
Patricia Welch
David L. White
Barbara J. Widder
Marybeth Wilk & Katherine Brophy

*Support of Grand Barton Organ

Donor listing reflects gifts received between 7/1/16 to 6/30/17.

CONTACT US

Overture Center Development Department | 608.258.4979 | development@overture.org
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Welcome to Overture Center for the Arts
Your enjoyment is important to us. Please contact an usher or the ticket office if you have any concerns about your experience here.

ORDERING & INFORMATION
Order online at overture.org

Buy in person/phone: Visit the ticket office located on the main level just off the Rotunda Lobby or call 608.258.4141 Mon-Fri, 11 AM-5:30 PM; Sat, 11 AM-2 PM; open additional hours evenings and weekends on days of ticketed performances.

Group orders: Groups of 10 or more receive a discount on most performances. Call 608.258.4159 to make reservations.

Visit overture.org for event listings, links to artist websites, video, audio, directions, parking and much more.

PATRON SERVICES & POLICIES
Accessibility: Request accommodations when ordering your tickets. Call 608.258.4452 for information, or to request the following:
- Wheelchair-accessible seating
- Sign language interpretation
- Braille playbill
- Other accommodations
More information: overture.org/tickets/faqs

Children and lap seating: Every person, regardless of age, must have a ticket to enter the theaters for performances. Discounted lap seats are available for some performances. Children under the age of six are not permitted at certain performances. See our season brochure, visit our website or call 608.258.4141 for information.

Event Staff: Stagehand services in Overture are provided by members of Local 251 of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees.

Ushering and other services are provided by Overture volunteers. For information, visit overture.org/volunteer or call 608.258.4962.

Lost and Found: Visit the information desk in the Rotunda Lobby or call 608.258.4973.

Rentals: For information on renting spaces for weddings, performances, meetings or other events, call 608.258.4163 or email events@overture.org.

ETIQUETTE
Please turn off all electronic devices.
Smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, is prohibited in Overture Center.
The use of cameras or audio recording in the theaters is prohibited without written permission from Overture Center and the performing company’s management.
Food, large bags and other large items are not permitted in the theaters. Bottled water and beverages in Overture refillable theater cups are allowed in the theaters at select shows.
In consideration of audience members with scent sensitivities and allergies, please refrain from use of perfumes, aftershaves and other fragrances.

RESIDENT COMPANIES
Bach Dancing & Dynamite Society
bachdancinganddynamite.org | 608.255.9866

Children’s Theater of Madison
ctmtheater.org | 608.255.2080

Forward Theater Company
forwardtheater.com | 608.234.5001

Kanopy Dance Company
kanopydance.org | 608.255.2211

Li Chiao-Ping Dance
lichiaopingdance.org | 608.835.6590

Madison Ballet
madisonballet.org | 608.278.7990

Madison Opera
madisonopera.org | 608.238.8085

Madison Symphony Orchestra
madisonsymphony.org | 608.257.3734

James Watrous Gallery
wisconsinacademy.org | 608.265.2500

Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra
wcoconcerts.org | 608.257.0638